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Abstract 
 In this paper, the maintenance training manual of EV vehicle was produced by utilizing digital twin 

technology and various sensors such as IR-based light house tracking and head tracker. In addition, through 
digital twin technology and VR to provide high immersiveness to users, sensory content creation technology was 
secured through animation and effect realization suitable for EV vehicle maintenance situation. 

EV vehicle maintenance training manual is 3D engine programming and real-time creation of 3D objects and 
minimization of screen obstacles and selection of specific menus in virtual space in the form of training simulation. 
In addition, automatic output from the Head Mount Display (HUD), EV vehicle maintenance and inspection, etc., 
user can easily operate content was produced.  

This technology development can enhance immersion to users through implementation of detailed scenarios 
for maintenance / inspection of EV vehicles" and 3D parts display by procedure, realization of animations and 
effects for maintenance situations. 

Through this study, familiarity with improving the quality of education and safety accidents and correct 
maintenance process and the experienced person was very helpful in learning how to use equipment naturally 
and how to maintain EV vehicles. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, various experiential education is used for on-site experiential education as contents using the 
technology of virtual reality, and these experiential educations are need to develop knowledge-based industries 
and create jobs through 3D video content production. It is contributing to growing and revitalizing the local 
economy. In addition, it provides new experiences and things to see through contents to which visitor media 
technology is applied to visitors visiting many places [1, 2]. 

360 ° panoramic video VR technology, which has recently been spotlighted in various fields, is a field where 
production of realistic content that can be experienced like a real world in virtual space is easy [3, 5]. 
Manufacturers too test when a new product comes out, but the testing method used in the past has to be 
expensive. If you test with VR, you can increase the cost and efficiency at low cost. 

In addition, as the fourth industrial revolution, the cyber-physical system (CPS) [1] that physical 
environment and cyber environment fuse is preoccupying the intelligent information society, and spatial 
information is also general information form. It is advancing into Digital Twin Space (DTS) [2], which can 
connect and connect real world and virtual world. 
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This DTS analyzes by analyzing and analyzing the current status and problems of social fields such as 
transportation, energy, environment, and disasters, and Social CPS's integrated and collaborative platform that 
analyzes and seeks solutions through simulation convergence development can be achieved. 

These digital twins are digital modeling of physical assets or processes and can be defined as living systems 
that are always connected to data that are produced from physical assets. By using real-world data, information 
obtained from DTS through monitoring, analysis, prediction, simulation, etc. This reflected in the real world, 
so that optimization of operation, problem-solving, and proactive prevention are possible.  

This paper intends to research and develop content that can repair education of EV vehicles using digital 
twin technology and VR. For development, use HTC VIVE, a Head Mount Display device. It implements the 
different from the existing HMD that shows only the screen in front of the eyes and the function that the screen 
moves as the actual head moves. 

In addition, it is equipped with a display capable of 3D image output, and provides various sensor such as 
IR-based light house tracking and head tracker to provide position coordinates and rotation angle in 3D space 
to increase immersion of users, 3D Motion Controller is intended to implement virtual reality content capable 
of interaction through motion recognition. 

 
 

2. Related research 
2.1  Digital Twin 

  

Digital twin technology was introduced, and manufacturers introduced machines that can produce many 
products at low cost, leading to deterioration in quality due to mass production. The need for a simulation 
model has emerged to identify problems with quality and to derive the best alternative through prediction and 
analysis. For this various problem solving, gathering data using big data of the 4th Industrial Revolution" and 
applying models of various intelligent analysis methods (pattern recognition, data mining, deep learning etc.) 
and a new concept of a model-based digital twin that can provide a suitable result centered on the consumer. 

Twins in the digital twin concept currently used, first appeared in NASA's Apollo program, realizing the 
environment of two or more space devices with the same conditions, using predicting flight conditions 
accurately and simulating in real time [3], NASA refers to the digital twin as to reflect the life cycle of the 
actual product, optimal physical models, sensor updates, fleet history, etc. It is defined as a set of metaphysics, 
multiscale, and probabilistic simulations [4]. In 2016, the '4th Industrial revolution' was used for the first time 
at the Davos Forum. Gartner, IDC, and other world-leading research institutes presented the digital twin as the 
core technology of Digital Transformation leading the 4th Industrial Revolution [6, 7]. 

 
2.2  3D Virtual Reality Environment 
 
Currently, in various fields, 3D or AR / VR technology is applied to experience virtual products to 

consumers and release products that can be ordered. In order to create such a virtual product, 3D virtual 
environment provides an environment close to reality and to increase the immersion of the user, to provide the 
most realistic appearance. Recently, the demand for virtual reality content has increased as users are exposed 
to 3D virtual reality easily with three-dimensional display as 3D display development and distribution. 

IPIX, Hot Media, Quick Time VR, Reality Studio, etc. are used as representative technologies used in 3D 
virtual environment. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of VR interactive system using HMD and controller 

360˚degree panoramic VR makes it easy to build a virtual environment, provides images such as real-world 
photos and usually used to express specific spaces, such as promoting apartments and virtual exhibition halls  
[8, 9]. As a production tool used to develop a 3D virtual environment, there are displays capable of 3D image 
output, IR-based light house tracking, and head trackers, and the system configuration using various sensors 
is shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

3. Development technique of proposed electric vehicle maintenance education content 
 
3.1  Content planning and system structure design 
 

 The content to be developed is intended to produce an electric vehicle maintenance training manual and set 
to allow access to electric vehicles and checklists required for maintenance, configuration and driving principle, 
safety check according to high voltage, safety create content on matters related to, and set the direction required 
for development and design the content structure.  

The content development process is shown in Figure 2. Confirm the nickname through login with the start 
and then proceed to select car model, select large category, select medium category, and finally select small 
category. The model selection consists of the manufacturer selection, the type selection, the vehicle model 
selection, and the model year. And in the middle category selection, it consists of high voltage battery cut-off 
procedure, high voltage battery handling manual, high voltage battery system control, high voltage charging 
system, and high voltage distribution system. Finally, in the small category selection, it is divided into motor 
system and reducer system. The detailed division in the motor system consists of the motor, the reducer and 
the motor rolling system. The detailed division in the reducer system consists of the over-reducer assembly 
and the reduction gear control system. 
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Figure 2. Content development process   

 

3.2  Software 
  

In this study, Unity 3D engine was used in consideration of the convenience of hardware connection and 
development and distribution. The unity engine supports various platforms and integrated asset systems 
through steady upgrades after the first version (1.0.0) was released on June 6, 2005. Integrated authoring runs 
on Windows and Mac OSX. Tool. Basically, in order to use Vibe in Unity, you need to install the SteamVR 
Plug-in shown in Figure 3, and download and install it from AssetStore [10] to develop Unity assets. Import 
the downloaded plug-in to the project and use CameraRig prefab, which is a type of asset provided by unity 
for basic screen composition, and can be used as a template to create new objects in the gameobject and scene 
that can be saved with components and properties. You can dag it in the Hierarchy window and add it to the 
scene. Figure 3 shows the basic configuration completed. From this point on, devices such as Vibe's controller 
and head tracking will be available. 
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Figure 3. Steam VR Plug-In for Unity Asset Store and Camera Rig Prefabs 

3.3  VR Interactive System Production Tool 
  

The HTC VIVE, a Head Mount Display device, was used as a manufacturing tool for the VR interactive 
system used in this study. The existing HMD showed only the screen in front of the eyes. However, the content 
to be developed is to implement a function that allows the screen to move as the user moves the actual head 
similar to the real world. 

In order to make the system run smoothly, the development system specification was configured as follows. 
It runs full 3D with a resolution of 2160x1200 and 90Hz or more, VR content runs at a resolution of 1200p or 
higher, optimizes the content to maintain a 90Hz refresh rate, and has a graphics card of GTX 1070 or higher 
and an i7 class CPU for smooth running of VR content. VR PC is used. The VR PC required for implementation 
is equipped with a display capable of outputting 3D images.  

As a development and production tool, it aims to "maximize the immersion of the user by utilizing the 
various sensors such as IR-based light house tracking, head tracker, etc. In addition, through 3D motion 
controller through the user's motion recognition, implementation of virtual reality content that can be interacted 
with and interaction of the user's motion and the response speed of the content are developed so that the 
interaction can be performed.  

 

 
Figure 4. Coordination of center point of transform and head movement, center 

coordinate of motion image and position in scenario 
 

As shown in Figure 4, synchronization is minimized using time synchronization and screen synchronization 
according to rotation angle. 360˚ degree free view according to front, left / right rotation, left / right tilt, head 
movement wearing HMD such as up / down rotation realize virtual reality through realistic screen expression 
and optimize it to HMD to implement it so that it can work with determine whether the center coordinate 
calculated from the eye image obtained from the inertial sensor is stare at the position on the monitor and set 
the geometric positional relationship between the center of the pupil of the eye and the monitor plane. 

According to the progress of the scenario developed for the maintenance training of electric vehicles in 
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virtual reality, the vehicle diagnosis process is performed, the status of the vehicle is determined, and the 
maintenance direction is determined accordingly. The tools and equipment used for maintenance can be 
directly used through the VR controller in the virtual space to allow maintenance. 

The maintenance method is carried out according to the maintenance instructions provided by the 
automobile company, and guides the part number, maintenance method, etc., and provides feedback to the user 
when an error occurs. It is intended to be designed to utilize equipment for maintenance such as selection of 
electric vehicle parts and tools. 

 
4. Implementation 

4.1  Object 3D scanning of electric vehicles 
  

Three-dimensional scanning of vehicle configuration system of electric vehicles integrated power controller 
(EPCU) battery, etc. First, in order to apply the actual modeling to the VR content, the target part is scanned 
in real time, and then 3D modeling is performed with reference to the position of each module by overall 
volume, proportion, size and proportion alignment, registration, and correction through a post-processing 
program of 3D scanning and converting for VR contents. Here, the place where black and diffuse reflections 
are severe during 3D scanning is supplemented through 3D modeling. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Screen for real vehicle and part scanning using handheld scanning. 
 
The data was optimized to less than 50,000 mesh per module in consideration of the performance of 3D 

engine programming and conducted data concisely and parts that generated events were implemented 
separately through modeling. The texture was image-based texturing as shown in Figure 5 and imaged from 
the handheld scanner and textured, and textured modeling through resize and de-etching. 

This use as a reference for VR through 3D data customization is possible. By acquiring 3D data and texture 
at the same time, it is possible to produce maintenance education contents of electric vehicles like reality. 
Figure 6 shows the process of completing a 3D reverse engineering by sorting and merging parts of the electric 
vehicle after 3D scanning. 

 

  
Figure 6. Process of completing 3D reverse engineering after 3D scanning of vehicle parts 
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4.2  Frame of the Electric Vehicle and Exterior form of 3D Modeling  
 
3D data are acquired using a photo-scanning method for exhibits that can confirm the overall configuration 

of an electric vehicle. The acquired data is modeled through a topology process in a 3D modeling program. 
For materials and shades, maps such as Albedo Map, Normal Map, Height Map, Occlusion Map, Detail Mask, 
etc. of the main map were applied, and four or more textures were applied to improve the material. Since the 
3D engine has a limited number of materials that can be expressed compared to the passive rendering method, 
the real-time 3D engine uses passive rendering to apply a render to texture method that burns multiple materials 
into a single image to maximize the texture. In addition, render to texture, a technique for rendering light, 
materials, textures, etc. composed in an object scene as a 2D object was applied. 

 
4.3  VR maintenance education development software 

  

 

Figure 7. Software configuration of VR maintenance training production 
 

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the VR electric car maintenance training manual. Based on the 
maintenance manual, each maintenance part was systematically separated for each module, and then a car 
maintenance algorithm was applied, and real-world parts and optimized GUI were implemented through 3D 
scanning technology. 

As shown in Figure 6, through the development of UX, a maintenance tool of the VR controller method, 
the training effect can be improved by performing repair and maintenance procedures using the direct 
maintenance tool. Here, the vehicle information, maintenance inspection guide, and contents display the HUD 
and a fixed UI, so that maintenance contents can be checked regardless of the place, and through the interactive 
method that can be sequentially inspected, the instructions to be performed can be confirmed by animation or 
image. 

 

Figure 8. VR Controller-style maintenance tool UX 
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Next, implement animation and effects that can "check the flow of heat or electrical energy. Figure 8 shows 
virtual weight and material realistically through non-rigid body and flexible unit material and PIPE physical 
implementation. 

 

 

Figure 7. Non-rigid body and flexible unit material and PIPE physical realization 
 

The interaction unit was made experimentally intuitive to the user by changing the outline output and the 
color of the material according to the presence or absence of part interaction. As shown in Figure 9, a command 
system such as change the order of maintenance instructions content is implemented to enable lift movement 
through voice recognition. 

 

 

Figure 9. Command system type according to lift movement, maintenance instruction 
content order change through voice recognition 

The HUD device enables the driver to check the information of the vehicle safely by minimizing visual 
interference while the vehicle is driving. Utilizing this head up display device, a 360˚ degree automatic 
recording system for VR training images to share vehicle information and training images was developed in 
the form of Figure 10. In the developed system, implemented heat map for analysis of experienced eyes for 
analysis of trainer ability and UX Performance was implemented. 

 

 

Figure 10. Types of 360-degree automatic recording that can share VR training video and 
Heat map for analyzing the viewer's gaze 
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4.4  Digital Twin technology applied 
 
Digital twin technology was applied to produce maintenance training manuals for electric vehicles. In order 

to apply the digital twin technology, a device that connects virtual reality content and a real-world vehicle was 
first applied and developed to operate in the real-world by transmitting event information of VR content as an 
electric signal of the vehicle through related embedded production. 

When the contents of the vehicle headlamp are diagnosed in the VR contents, the contents are performed 
according to the maintenance instructions according to the failure code, and when maintenance is normally 
performed, the headlight of the repaired vehicle enters in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Lamp lighting when maintenance is completed by interlocking VR contents 
with embedded system with digital twin technology 

 
4.5  Result 
 
Through 3D engine programming, real-time creation of 3D objects and selection of specific menus in virtual 

space and minimization of on-screen obstacles were configured to perform training simulations. 
 

 
Figure 12. Maintenance procedure manual and LMS (learning management system) 

establishment 
 

The content developed in this paper is to improve the quality of education, safety accidents, and correct 
maintenance through the process as shown in Fig. 12, and the experienced person will naturally learn how to 
use the equipment and how to maintain the EV vehicle. 
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 5. CONCLUSION 
The digital twin is a modeling of physical assets or processes digitally and a platform that connects the real 

world with the virtual world as the most effective way to realize a physical environment as a virtual 
environment. 

This paper used DTS and 3D virtual environment development required for 3D video output display and 
IR-based light house tracking, various sensors such as head trackers, etc. Research and production of EV 
maintenance manuals. In this paper, the manufactured EV vehicle maintenance training manual creates a 3D 
object in real time through 3D engine programming. 

In addition, the selection of a specific menu in the virtual space and the minimization of obstacles on the 
screen were minimized to allow training simulation to proceed. 

In addition, through the implementation of detailed scenarios for maintenance and inspection of EV 
vehicles, 3D parts for each procedure, and animations and effects for each maintenance situation, the user's 
immersion was enhanced. 

Through this study, the quality of education, safety accidents, and correct maintenance procedures were 
familiarized, and the experiencers were very helpful in learning how to use equipment and how to maintain 
EV vehicles. 
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